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EXPERIENCE

ALL 
JUNE 
LONG

ASSEMBLY VENUE KEY

EXHIBITIONS OPEN 
Thursday–Saturday 
10am–6pm

Shiloh Museum of Ozark History
is open Thursday and Friday,
10am–5pm

INTERFORM HQ

214 by CACHE

Perrodin Supply Co

First Security Bank (2nd floor)

Engel & Völkers

Shiloh Museum of Ozark History

Black Apple

Arkansas Missouri Railroad

The Station

R McClintock

INFO DESK 
Fragment
KORA EM AN KIL
117 W Emma

a)Typical Sanctuary
Flow

Optical Synergy
214 S Main 

Tales of the City
306 E Emma

HER
126 N Shiloh

Yes. And...
100 W Emma

Silent Loss
105 Spring St

Garden of Heathens
321 E Emma 

Wild Ozark:
Madison Woods
118 W Johnson 

Select Activations
See Schedule

101 W Johnson Ave C
 

Skribbles
610 E Emma Av

 



ASSEMBLY is the first of its kind, kaleidoscopic project 
created to bring together, cultivate and spotlight artistic 
talent in the region. 

This June in Downtown Springdale, INTERFORM is 
showcasing a series of 13 multimedia exhibitions PLUS 
a Designer Runway Show ALL curated by and featuring 
local and resident artists expressing talent of all types 
and genres.
 
This project, collectively titled ASSEMBLY, is the culmination 
of the work of 7 curators, working alongside INTERFORM 
leadership. Through four months of collaboration they have 
created a unique and immersive set of art experiences 
across multiple venues and locations. The curators selected 
artists, handpicked artworks, created exhibition themes, 
coordinated with spaces, and worked together to install 
their exhibitions. The result is a month long project high- 
lighting the talent of creatives from across the region.
  
INTERFORM’s goal is to empower more cultural producers 
who can expand opportunities across the community. 
We see the addition of curatorial skills to the local landscape 
as a step toward democratizing access to exhibitions and 
cultural opportunities.
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ASSEMBLY Kickoff 
11am–4pm at Emma Ave
DJs, pop-up performances by local dancers, musicians, 
poets, models, designers, and other performance artists.
NWA Girl Gang Maker Market (11a-4p)
Select galleries open

EMERGE Designer Runway Show
6:30pm on Emma Ave | Doors open at 6pm
The runway returns once again, LIVE and in-person, to 
Northwest Arkansas! Featuring looks and home-grown 
designers from our EMERGE designer residency program - 
the first in Arkansas

Public Opening Celebration with Adam Cox 
6:30pm at Black Apple
Fayetteville-based musician Adam Cox will play a set 
on the back patio of Black Apple to celebrate the public 
opening of all our ASSEMBLY galleries.

Meet INTERFORM
6–8pm at INTERFORM  
INTERFORM will live stream a concurrent DJ festival from 
Fayetteville to our office during the Downtown Springdale 
Street Dinner. Come catch the stream while browsing 
Fragment, a gallery of local artists curated by Coco Lashar, 
and the Marshallese Pop Up Fashion Boutique.

THURSDAY, JUNE 3

SATURDAY, JUNE 5

SATURDAY, MAY 29

WEEK ONE | JUNE 3–5

Scan this QR for
the most up to 
date information
on our website.

EXHIBITS OPEN 
to the public 
Thurs–Sat from
10am–6pm. 

See map on page
1 for Exhibit and 
Venue locations.



SATURDAY, JUNE 12
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Paint with Rocks with artist Madison Woods
10am–2pm at Shiloh Museum of Ozark History
Join Ozark artist Madison Woods for this family friendly 
event as she uses her own Ozark-made pigments to paint 
scenes inspired by historic buildings and natural 
surroundings here at the museum. Visitors will receive 
supplies to create their own watercolor art. 

Madison Woods is a featured artist in INTERFORM’s 
ASSEMBLY. Soul of the Ozarks: Paintings by Madison 
Woods will be on view at the Shiloh Museum as part of 
ASSEMBLY More info at shilohmuseum.org.

Kayfabe by Jesse Johnson Screening
10am–5pm at 214 S Main
Filmmaker Jesse Johnson’s ~15 minute short film Kayfabe 
will be presented once every half hour. 

Her Rebirth by Robyn Jordan
11am, 2pm, and 5pm at Perrodin Supply Co
This dance piece will explore the fluidity of the feminine 
spirit. Expressing the ups and down the body goes through 
in search of solitude. Her Rebirth conveys feminine 
strength and power that is out of this world.

Sound Experimentation Lab with Nuubeum
4:30pm at 214 S Main
Sound Artist Nuubeum, who is creating the soundtrack for 
curator Omar Bravo’s (a)Typical Sanctuary gallery, will be 
creating a unique soundscape for the gallery live.

Candlelight Vigil
5pm at R McClintock
Heather Younger Morton presents Silent Loss, 2021. All are 
welcome to engage with the Interactive Memorial. 

Ashtone Presents Black Networking Night
6pm at Engel & Völkers and First Security Bank
Meet visual artist Ashtone Dixon and community members 
from local organization Black Owned NWA at Engel & 
Völkers at 6pm for light bites and refreshments, then take a 
private visit to our Yes, And... exhibition at the First Security 
Bank building for meet and greet with local artists.

Gallery Talk with HER artists Danielle Hatch, Kellie Lehr, 
Robyn Jordan, Jenn Terrell, and Kennedie Daniel
2pm at Perrodin Supply Co
Jess Whalen, curator of HER, will host a panel discussion 
with artists featured at the gallery

Ashtone Presents Arkansas Stylist Forum
3pm–5pm at First Security Bank, Second Floor
Join Ashtone Dixon (visual artist and master cosmetologist), 
Taylor Johnston (stylist andeEducator), and Montinique 
Davis (Director of Hair for INTERFORM Fashion Week) for 
panel discussion on Arkansas legislation regarding 
cosmetologist licensing.

SUNDAY, JUNE 13
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WEEK TWO | JUNE 10-13

EXHIBITS OPEN 
to the public 
Thurs–Sat from
10am–6pm. 

See map on page
1 for Exhibit and 
Venue locations.



WEEK THREE | JUNE 17-20

Freedom Festival: Celebrating Juneteenth 
with Music and Soul Food
1pm–9pm Turnbow Park and Shiloh Square
INTERFORM in partnership with Music Moves presents a 
day of music and food celebrating Juneteenth. Shiloh 
Square and Walter Turnbow Park will be activated with 
chef showcase and music stage from 1pm–9pm. 
Soundstage Lineup includes Faye Moffett, Dazz and Brie,
Jukeboxx, La Fiesta, and Big Piph.

Beautiful People by Shane White Film Screening
6:30pm doors, 7pm show at 214 S Main
Join INTERFORM CEO Robin Atkinson and Filmmaker 
Shane White for a meet and greet, film screening and 
question and answer session. Beautiful People is a 
production of Live Deliciously focused on issues 
surrounding inclusion in the fashion industry.

NUGZ Video Pop Up
6pm–9pm at Black Apple
Graffiti is something we usually see in passing but never in 
action, the passion and skill it takes to create a graffiti 
mural is often dismissed on the basis of vandalism. 
In this video we get to see a graffiti mural come together, 
the attention to detail, artistic ability, and talent that fuels 
these traditionally taboo works of art. The video is 20 mins 
in length and will be projected throughout the evening. 

SUNDAY, JUNE 20
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THURSDAY, JUNE 24

WEEK FOUR | JUNE 24-27

EXHIBITS OPEN 
to the public 
Thurs–Sat from
10am–6pm. 

See map on page
1 for Exhibit and 
Venue locations.
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Ashtone and Black Owned NWA Present 
Black Creatives Networking Night
6pm–9pm at Engel & Völkers with private 
tour of First Security Bank exhibition
Presented by Ashtone Dixon: The purpose of the event is 
for the Black and Minority citizens of NWA to be 
introduced to INTERFORM, to meet the artists of 
ASSEMBLY. Black artists in the exhibit will be present 
about their artworks at this networking opportunity. 

Interform Board Open Gallery Day
ALL Galleries OPEN 1–4pm 
INTERFORM board of directors will be staffing all 
ASSEMBLY exhibitions from 1pm - 4pm, drop by to meet 
the board and learn more about INTERFORM programs.  

Closing + Meet the Cohort
6:30 at First Security Bank Gallery 
Closing reception with a moderated panel discussion with 
the student curators from our ASSEMBLY Cohort.

LAST CHANCE Galleries open
10am-6pm

FRIDAY, JUNE 25

SUNDAY, JUNE 27

TUESDAY, JUNE 29

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30

WEEK FIVE | JUNE 29-30

EXHIBITS OPEN 
to the public 
Tuesday June 29,
10am–6pm. 

See map on page
1 for Exhibit and 
Venue locations.



ABOUT
A Marshallese collaborative pop-up shop featuring handmade goods such as dresses, 
necklaces, earrings, head bands, and bracelets. All proceeds go directly to the artist.

ORGANIZED BY
Basana Chhetri and 
Fei Debrum

LOCATION
INTERFORM HQ
117 W Emma Ave.

KORA EM 
AN KIL 
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EXHIBITIONS

THE CREATIVE WOMEN
(Of the Marshall Islands)

FRAGMENT

COCO LASHAR
She/Her/Hers

Coco Lashar is a 25 year old creative & designer currently based out of 

Fayetteville, Arkansas. In May 2020, she received a BFA in Graphic Design, 

graduating with a thesis project on creating resources and community for 

young artists. She currently works as a Junior Designer at Archetype 

Productions and hopes to continue integrating design, research, and art 

into her practice. 
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EXHIBITION THEME
Fragment is a collection of work from local NWA artists that repurpose and reconstruct 
memories, objects, time, and space. This process of storytelling using collected bits of 
life explores how we can translate the world around us using our individual experiences. 
We ourselves are collections of fragmented memories, relationships, and perspectives. 
We are able to grow and change through this never-ending process of gathering and 
letting go. These works are an amalgamation of different fragmented parts of life and 
interpretations of each artist’s experience, that come together and offer something 
whole, something new.

CURATED BY
Coco Lashar

LOCATION
INTERFORM HQ
117 W Emma Ave.

ARTISTS
Damned 2 Divine     Jesse Johnson
Stephanie Petet     Taylor Loftin

ARTISTS
Fei Debrum     Gina Janer    Valentina Lokebol    Tie Lawin         



OMAR BRAVO
He/Him/His

Omar Bravo, or more commonly known as “Hungry,” is a 23-year-old Mexican- 

American artist originally born in Garden Grove, California, who currently lives 

in Springdale, Arkansas. “Hungry” is known for his psychedelic use of bright 

colors and imagery, bringing in influence from graffiti, the rave scene, video 

games, and fashion. These influences help create a mesmerizing world of 

color that invites the viewers to play in while capturing the wondrous, 

child-like affinity for things that glow. He is a self-taught artist in drawing, 

digital art, painting, screen printing, and sewing. Throughout the past several 

years, he has participated in the art scene in NWA, from painting murals to 

curating local events and art galleries in Springdale, Arkansas. His motivation 

is to create a space that brings forth art and artists that aren’t afraid to go 

against the grain and don’t readily conform to the norms of traditional art.

(A)TYPICAL
SANCTUARY
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EXHIBITION THEME
(a)Typical Sanctuary is a safe haven where the selected artworks have a home and live 
in. There is no judgement here in (a)Typical Sanctuary. All that is different, unique, is 
welcomed here and treated no different than anything else. Guests that enter this new 
world will become a part of a scene full of color, light, and sound, experiencing and 
connecting back to the sense of wonder that everyone can enjoy again and again.

CURATED BY
Omar Bravo

LOCATION
214 by Cache, Blackbox Theater
214 S Main St.

ARTISTS
Athulu     EARL    Goop World    
Kara Chanhthala     Nuubeum     PrintGurl     

OPTICAL
SYNERGY

EVELYN SOSA
She/Her/Hers

Evelyn is the Creative Director of Art and Cultural Programming at The Teen 

Action & Support Center. Evelyn has a passion for helping others and has 

coordinated fundraisers for Seven Hills through music events and yoga 

donation classes. Evelyn also works at Seeds that Feed, a non-profit helping 

provide access to fresh food to food pantries, shelters, and elderly patients 

who face food insecurity. She believes that the best way to impact your 

community is by helping provide basic necessities and resources. She hopes 

to continue to create connections and opportunities to get involved in the 

community. Her interests include cooking, creating digital art, DJing, 

traveling, and listening to music.
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EXHIBITION THEME
Optical Synergy aims to blend two different mediums to create one symbiotic 
experience. Much like Springdale which is full of diverse people and cultures coming 
together in a community, this exhibition embodies and explores how two very different 
artists and mediums can come together to create one cohesive piece.

CURATED BY
Evelyn Sosa

LOCATION
214 by Cache, Dance Studio
214 S Main St.

ARTISTS
Eel Eye     NUGZ



EXHIBITION THEME
Have you ever felt so immersed in what you’re doing that you lose yourself in the 
process? 

The concept of flow stems from the creative process. There is a loss of awareness of time, 
of yourself, and everything is just “clicking.” Flow comes with practice, by seeking to 
surprise yourself and discover new things about yourself and the activity that you are 
engaging in. Flow is overcoming the urge to stop at every mistake. Flow is activity, 
resilience, and perseverance. 

What is your flow?

CURATED BY
Marcela Rojas-Pérez

LOCATION
214 by Cache, Main Gallery
214 S Main St.

ARTISTS
Maximiliano Calabotta     Jesse Johnson    Jacob Skinner     Orlo     

MARCELA 
ROJAS-PÉREZ
They/Them/Theirs

Marcela Rojas-Pérez is a first-generation Chicanx born and raised in 

Northwest Arkansas. As both an artist and long-time community member of 

this region, they have been able to find ways to incorporate their love for the 

arts and people in their roles as a community healthcare worker for UAMS 

and Inservice mentor for TASC. Through their artistry and work, they have 

often borne witness to the beauty and strength that come with connecting 

art and community. They hope to continue building that connection in their 

future endeavors.
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FLOW

EXHIBITION THEME
This show is about the history, stories, and perspective that being a woman is. 
We experience life in deeply empathetic, visceral ways. We become story keepers and 
storytellers as we soak in all of this life. Some are the stories of those we love, some are 
the stories of those before us with strong shoulders we now stand on, but mostly there 
are the stories of us and how we see the world. This is an exploration of women and how 
we process life, the world, and the people around us. My goal for this space is for it to feel 
safe, honest, and celebratory. And I think this alchemy of artists is perfect for injecting 
that life into the show.

CURATED BY
Jess Whalen

LOCATION
Perrodin Supply Co. 
126 N Shiloh St.

ARTISTS
Danielle Hatch     Jenn Terrell     Lucero Aguirre
Kennedie Daniel     Kellie Lehr     Robyn Jordan

JESS WHALEN
She/Her/Hers

Jess Whalen is a filmmaker and Storytelling strategist at Jessica Whalen 

Films. Everything she does is centered around seeing and celebrating the 

magic of the mundane and everything that makes people so inspiring. She’s 

an empathetic listener who is passionate about holding up a mirror to show 

you just how amazing, brave, and beautiful you are. When she’s not behind 

the camera or coaching people on how to best tell their stories to their own 

audiences, she spends her time reading, playing music, and watching 

movies with her husband and their dogs, Ron and Leslie. Jess is excited to 

get to embed her love of story and celebrating the human spirit into a more 

fine-art approach and to learn more about curating experiences for people. 

She can't wait to meet more members of the NWA Arts Community!

HER
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ABOUT MADISON WOODS
Madison Woods works with the very soul of the Earth: ocher rich stone, naturally 
pigmented clay, and charred bone. Her paintings offer an opportunity for an intimate 
communion with the most ancient of life records. All of the colors in her works are 
derived from pigments sourced on or around their land in Madison county of northwest 
Arkansas. She processes them into watercolor paints in her home studio/lab/kitchen 
(always approach with suspect what’s on the kitchen counters, in the refrigerator, or in 
the dehydrator!). It is her passion to showcase the beautiful colors that express the Soul 
of the Ozarks.

LOCATION
Shiloh Museum 
of Ozark History
118 W Johnson Ave. 
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Robin Atkinson’s professional career as a curator 

and arts organizer started here in Northwest 

Arkansas in the early 2000s. One of the founding 

members of Art Amiss Inc., Atkinson has been an 

active participant in the Northwest Arkansas art 

community for more than a decade. She has cont- 

ributed to international art exhibitions such as 

Prospect New Orleans, the ground-breaking cont- 

emporary art biennial that opened in 2008, collaborated with museums and 

galleries across Europe and Asia, and has taught curatorial curriculum at the 

early college level in Manhattan. Her work is focused on the role of arts in the 

community and art relationship to place. In addition to curatorial work, 

Atkinson also serves selectively as an art consultant for private collections, 

as well as for non-profit organizations on the topics of community develop-

ment, cultural programming, and non-profit financial management.
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YES. AND...
EXHIBITION THEME
This exhibition holds space and grants permission for the 
celebration of art. As we all begin to unmask, allow this art, also, 
the room to breathe. It may hold deeper messages for you to 
unravel below the surface, but it needs no more justification than 
the joy of creation and the communities built around it. Be brave 
with our understanding of what is possible. Allow ourselves an 
optimistic and expansive notion of what can come to be. We each 
have conflicting and complicated experiences that frame our 
understanding of images and artworks we encounter. In this 
exhibition, allow yourself to hold two contradictory thoughts as 
true simultaneously. Allow things to be as complicated as they are. 
Isn’t there poetry in that? Allow the answer to be, at least when 
you are in this space: 

Yes. And….

CURATED BY
Robin Wallis 
Atkinson

LOCATION
First Security Bank, 
Second Floor
100 W Emma

ARTISTS
Amber Perrodin
Ashtone
Blue Brasher
Brody Parrish Craig
Bxmbi
Cheryl Kellar
Coco Lashar
Cory Perry
Evelyn Sosa
Jess Whalen
Jonathan Perrodin
Junli Song
Kathy Thompson
Kayla Andrus
Leah Grant
Lucero Aguirre
Marcela 
Rojas-Pérez
Melissa Loney
Shelby Fleming
Omar Bravo
Rumwolf
Live Deliciously 
Productions
Shelby Fleming
Stacy Pants
Tay Butler
Trinity Kai

ROBIN WALLIS ATKINSON She/Her/Hers

ARTIST STATEMENT
I work with the very soul of the Earth: ocher rich stone, naturally pigmented clay, and 
charred bone. My muse is a savage one, and she forces me to see the duality - the 
beauty of Nature while acknowledging the brutality. My offering is an opportunity for an 
intimate communion with the most ancient of life records. All of the colors in my 
paintings are derived from pigments sourced on or around our land in Madison county 
of northwest Arkansas, and processed into watercolor paints by hand. It is my passion to 
showcase the beautiful colors that express the Soul of the Ozarks.

WILD 
OZARK

CURATED BY
Preston Poindexter
(see page 19 for bio)

ARTIST
Madison Woods



ABOUT HEATHER YOUNGER MORTON
Heather Younger Morton is an interdisciplinary artist who has been developing her 
practice in NWA since moving here in 2012 after receiving her Masters of Fine Art from 
the University of Nevada Las Vegas. She is active in progressing contemporary art 
understandings through interactive public art performances and installations, and in her 
programming as an art educator. She was an active participant with the INVERSE 
Performance Art Festival, the Artist Laboratory Theatre and Last Night Fayetteville, and 
has had solo exhibitions at Fenix Fayetteville, Stage 18, and LALALAND Gallery. Morton is 
also a Eunice Miles Full Tuition Scholarship recipient and a certified GIA Graduate 
Gemologist who studies the impact of time on the human condition, and its connection 
to the transcendent qualities of the earth's natural formations.

ABOUT RACHEL MCCLINTOCK
Known for austere and original designs, R McClintock blends elegance and function. 
Both custom and designer furniture is presented as highly functional sculpture, aiming 
to elevate the interior design without overwhelming.

ARTISTS
Heather Younger Morton
Rachel McClintock

LOCATION
R McClintock
105 Spring St.
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Preston Poindexter moved to Arkansas from Memphis, Tennessee, and 

attended the University of Arkansas on a full-ride scholarship with which he 

studied both Computer Science and Marketing. At the age of 18, Preston 

began writing and recording songs for local artists in the Northwest 

Arkansas region in-between his studies. Preston is an aspiring model and 

has been featured in the INTERFORM (formerly known as Arkansas Arts & 

Fashion Forum’s) nationally recognized #GetYourMaskOn campaign that 

has reached over 20,000 individuals virtually. His love of the fine arts has 

placed him as not only a musician and model but also as an award-winning 

member of the National Speech and Debate Association. As the youngest 

member of the INTERFORM team, he is continually searching for new and 

creative ways to enhance the artistic community, not only in Arkansas but in 

the country as a whole.
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PRESTON 
POINDEXTER
He/Him/His

EXHIBITION THEME
The beauty of the Garden of Eden stemmed from perfection. Humanity was removed 
from this fabled land because of their faults and hasn’t returned since. We’ve created 
our forms of beauty through self-expression and celebrated our imperfections in our 
time away. In the Garden of Heathens, perfection comes from vulnerability and self-
love. Here artists will share their experiences of self-identity and love to paint a new 
picture of perfection.

CURATED BY
Preston Poindexter

LOCATION
Black Apple 
321 E Emma Ave.

ARTISTS
Bxmbi     Ode to Flora     Goop World

GARDEN OF
HEATHENS

SILENT LOSS
AN INTERACTIVE MEMORIAL
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TAILS OF
THE CITY

ABOUT JUNLI SONG

Junli Song is originally from Chicago, but lived abroad from 2012-2018 in South Korea, 
England, Italy, and South Africa. Her studies are similarly widespread, beginning in 
economics and international development, followed by an MA in children's book 
illustration – and currently, an MFA with a concentration in printmaking Her work 
explores visual narrative as a vehicle to navigate the cultural ambiguities of being 
Chinese American. The freedom to integrate memory and imagination, diverse cultural 
references, and the mundane and fantastical, gives rise to a multiplicity of stories which 
occur simultaneously. Through her work, she negotiates boundaries and creates layers, 
both in terms of meaning as a storyteller and process as a printmaker.

CURATED BY
Robin Wallis Atkinson

ARTIST
Junli Song

LOCATION
Arkansas Missouri Railroad
306 E Emma 

This installation is inspired by a sense of nostalgia for the past, while simultaneously 
celebrating the universality of music and dance across both time and space. The space 
features reprod- uctions of original screen prints, which have now been reprinted onto 
fabric in order to create a sense of movement within the space. The imagery was 
inspired by the golden age of jazz during the Harlem Renaissance, and it is from this era 
that the music playing was selected. This exhibition draws upon the senses of sight, 
sound, and touch to evoke memories of the past, both real and imagined.



HOW IT CAME TOGETHER

INTERFORM’s curatorial training program is the first of its 
kind in the state. Working alongside mentors from regional 
institutions like Crystal Bridges and The Momentary, as well 
as experts from across the country joining in as thought 
partners, the cohort of six young artists learned the essen- 
tial foundations of curating. The result of this program is a 
series of art exhibitions, events, runway shows, perform- 
ances and a printed publication featuring the work of 50 
local artists. 

"The program is one of a kind, in Arkansas and beyond," 
says INTERFORM CEO, Robin Wallis Atkinson, "as it is the 
first program that specifically focuses on training emerging 
curatorial talent through a hands on approach, culminat- 
ing in a month long series of exhibitions and activations." 
The exhibitions will be free and open to the public, with 
galleries open for the entire month of June in Downtown 
Springdale.

INTERFORM; The mutual expression of art, fashion and 
community. Our vision: We are at the forefront of creative 
growth and change in our community. We envision a 
self-sustaining design-led fashion and art industry in 
Northwest Arkansas and we build robust programs to 
directly support that vision. 

We foster greater levels of creativity and provide the right 
education and resources needed to grow our designers 
and artists. We uplift and center the creative works of 
those who are underrepresented and use our platform to 
encourage others to do the same. We are here to propel 
creatives forward and aid in their professional journey.

HELLO! MEET
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DANIELLE HATCH 

Danielle Hatch is a multidisciplinary artist whose work explores the female body’s relationship to the 

built environment, notions of artificiality, and power structures, through site specific installations, 

sculptures and performances. She has a BA in architecture from Wellesley College and an MFA in 

Spatial Studies from UC-Santa Barbara. Danielle currently resides in NW Arkansas with her partner 

and three children and works as an Art Educator at Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art.

JENN TERRELL 

Jenn Terrell is a portrait and documentary photographer. Jenn’s work showcases a wide range of 

topics and individuals, ranging from portrait sessions to sharing the stories of sexual assault survivors, 

all presented with a raw, honest aesthetic.I want to use the power of the photograph to create conn- 

ections and bring people together. I aim to do that by showing the very human side of the oppres- 

sed. I want people to feel the tears of trauma, the scars of abuse, and the pain that relates us all.

LUCERO AGUIRRE 

Lucero Aguirre is from Chicago, Illinois and is an Artist & Educator skilled in Interdisciplinary Practices. 

She received her BFA from Illinois State University, MFA from the University of Colorado-Boulder. She 

currently lives in Fayetteville, Arkansas working & collaborating with local groups and organizations to 

better serve overlooked and under resourced communities in the area through Art Education.

Lucero Aguirre also appears in Yes. And....

KENNEDIE DANIEL

Kennedie Daniel, a Fayetteville, AR based artist and recent U of A graduate finds inspiration from personal 

relationships and experiences. Whether it be paintings or sculpture, color is used to express a sense of 

celebration. You can shop her most recent work on kennediedaniel.com or via Instagram @kennediedaniel.

KELLIE LEHR

Kellie Lehr is an artist living in Fayetteville, AR. Lehr holds a BS in International Economics, spent 

2013–2018 studying in the Drawing and Painting program at the University of Arkansas, and is a 

current MFA candidate at Lesley Art and Design in Boston, MA. Exhibitions include 21C Museum Hotel 

in Bentonville, AR, the 59th Annual Delta Exhibition at the Arkansas Arts Center in Little Rock, Tapped 

at Manifest Gallery in Cincinnati, and New Optics at The Painting Center in NYC. Lehr is the Gallery 

Director and Curator for 211 South, a contemporary art gallery located in Bentonville, AR.

ROBYN JORDAN

Robyn Jordan A.K.A. Rhythym Rob is a movement and performing artist, producer, and organizer 

from St. Louis, MO. As a self-taught dancer of over 15 years with Afro-centric influences, her work is 

inspired by her desire to embody confidence and increase visibility and representation for Black 

queer women and those who identify with her. Her work has been developed with the Creative 

Arkansas Community Hub and Exchange. Jordan enjoys collaborating with fellow artists and 

influencers and is the founder of Her Set Her Sound, a festival committed to amplifying women in 

music and entertainment and encouraging entrepreneurship in marginalized communities. 

 

HER ARTISTS (Bios provided by artists)
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AMBER PERRODIN 

A community-focused visual artist based in Springdale, Arkansas, Amber Perrodin is a chronic grass- 

roots organizer who thrives on empowering others. Amber is the creator of The Little Craft Show and 

Team Springdale; co-founder of The Creative Social Retreat; a 2-year Artist Fellow with “Looking for 

America”;  and a local team member with “Live in America”, a collaborative research project presen- 

ted by The Momentary. Working today as the Artist and Community Manager with CACHE, Perrodin 

oversees the reimagining of the former Arts Center of the Ozarks facility in downtown Springdale, 

Arkansas, to be an inclusive and equitable arts center that fosters collaboration and community.

ASHTONE 

Ashtone Dixon is a Master Cosmetologist located in Little Rock, AR. Throughout her 10 years of styling 

experience she has serviced clients in Batesville, Newport, and Conway with owning a salon for 2 

years while completing her Communication degree at UCA. After college, she attended cosmetology 

school where she learned that her passion was beyond what she could ever imagine and entered 

into the industry full time. With experience in beauty enhancing make up, fashion show styling, local 

and national competitions, published photo shoots, and a wide variety of clientele, Ashtone has 

chosen to open the discussion on if Cosmetologists are Artists with her 5 ft cranial sculpture ‘Walk A 

Mile in Her Braid.’

BLUE BRASHER 

Blue Brasher is a 19 year old artist from Fayetteville. Her favorite mediums of work are photography, 

dance, and music. She enjoys playing around with absurdity as a way to communicate the messages 

she wants to convey in her photography. As she has gotten older, the world has become a lot less 

clear and she tries to make sure her art reflects that. She believes the viewer plays an integral role in 

the interpretation of her art and therefore encourages the confusion and open-ended exploration of 

each piece. She is more focused on the emotion evoked by her art rather than the conscious thought 

the viewer has.

BRODY PARRISH CRAIG

Originally from Louisiana, Brody Parrish Craig is a creator, educator & author of Boyish (Omnidawn 

Press 2021). Their poetry has appeared in New South, Hobart, Gigantic Sequins, and The Rupture, 

amongst other places. BPC is the editor of TWANG, a collection of creative arts from transgender, 

nonbinary, and gender nonconforming folks throughout the South & Midwest US. Find more on the 

project at twanganthology.org

BXMBI

Bxmbi (Bambi) is a music producer, writer, vocalist, and model with aspirations of changing the 

landscape of modern art. They believe that the emotional self is too often suppressed in the modern 

world and aim to inspire future generations of artists to be as vulnerable as possible when creating 

and sharing their world. Bxmbi also appears in Garden of Heathens.

YES. AND... ARTISTS (Bios provided by artists)
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CHAIRMAN
Stella Bray

VICE CHAIR
Jack Avery

TREASURER
Andrew Zurborg

GENERAL COUNSEL
Meredith Lowry

BOARD MEMBERS
Tony Waller
Dr. Laurie Apple
Carli Rosencranz
Andre Crawford
Fei Debrum
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Presenting Exhibition Sponsor First Security Bank

Exhibitions at 214 by CACHE made possible with facility support 

from the Creative Arkansas Community Hub and Exchange.

Print Partner Printova

June 20th programming is made possible through a partnership 

with Music Moves

Funding for all the visual artist fees was provided by a generous 

donation from the Tyson Family Foundation, helping create a 

sustainable program that supports artists and their careers.

INTERFORM programming is made possible through generous 

support of our foundation partners at the Walton Family 

Foundation and Walmart Foundations, from our Board of 

Director, and community members like YOU.

Interested in donating?

ASSEMBLY has been made possible by YOU. We at INTERFORM 

envision a self-sustaining design-led fashion and art industry in 

Northwest Arkansas and we build robust programs to directly 

support that vision. We are here to propel creatives forward and 

aid in their professional journey.

Small donations matter. Every $10 you give helps enable 

INTERFORM to raise $30 more dollars to support our 

programming. Your contribution today of any amount will go 

directly toward supporting INTERFORM public programming. 

To donate, use your 
phone’s camera to scan 
the QR code below:
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